Student voice: Politics

From a child’s perspective I HATE POLITICS! This is because people like Theresa May are always arguing about BREXIT and Donald Trump is always shouting “MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN” (more like make America WORSE again).

Personally I think Theresa May should have BREXIT for breakfast. Recently, as heard on many news reports, Trump ordered out. Both these politicians don’t care about citizens all they care about is arguing.

Written by: Liverpool Legend

Sports news/ Results

We have fantastic news! Our girls football team are UNDEFEATED so far this term! The girls are playing in the Great Britain league and have won all 4 of their matches. Their coach Mr Kane has high hopes for the team this year. Let’s get the trophy this year girls! The entire school is behind you!

Other sporting news

RETURN TO BE SUBSTITUTED

When a football player plays as part of a team, teamwork is crucial to team success. Some would argue that every team needs a leader or a manager that is very visible. In my opinion I think Kepa should have come off of the pitch. Ultimately the Chelsea manager Sarri forgave Kepa for his behaviour.

In my opinion I think Kepa should have come off of the pitch. Sometimes the managers give freebies to the side lines that players cannot see, similar to the way that some teachers can see things from the side lines that players cannot.

What do you think?

Written by: Oreo

Schools news/ Results

Our girls football team are UNDEFEATED so far this term! They are UNDEFEATED in all matches. Their coach Mr Kane has high hopes for the team this year. Let’s get the trophy this year girls! The entire school is behind you!

Student voice: Politics

Written by: Liverpool Legend

Big BANG Fair

This term year 6 visited the Big BANG Fair at the NEC. They had the chance to look at different science experiments and even got to see real life robots, rock climbing, chemical explosions and try out some really cool virtual reality games. The Big BANG Fair was not only fun, year 6 learnt a lot and got to enjoy an unforgettable experience.

Written by: Liverpool Legend

The Red Spectacle:

Everyone got into the spirit of Red nose day, but no one more so than our headteacher Mr Beale!

We recommend:

Jam Jar Cafe

EIS Cafe is the best dessert shop as it has a wider variety of delicious snacks/desserts than Jam Jar. If you are looking for mouth-watering snacks to share with your family I would really suggest EIS Cafe. It is excellent!

Written by: Rainbow Cookie

Quote of the month

Don’t limit your challenges. Challenge your limits.

(unknown)